THE DANGERS OF ICE DAMAGE ON DOCKS
Dear Dock Owner,
In response to the frequently asked question: ‘’can we leave our docks in the water for the winter’’? … There’s really no clear cut answer, however
we strongly recommend taking them out. It’s not the freezing of the water that can damage your dock and floats; it’s the actual ice movement. So
as a general rule, wherever lakes or rivers freeze over, it is strongly suggested that all docks be removed from all lakes and rivers, for the winter.
No matter the dock or float model, brand or composition; whoever decides NOT to remove their dock from the water for the winter, is definitely
taking a risk.
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Imagine in the spring the ice is melting and there’s that big remaining patch of ice in the middle of the lake… one day the winds pick up and
push this big mass of ice blocks directly towards your shoreline ! Make no mistake, the weight of these big blocks of ice will push your dock
against the shoreline or any obstacle and create much damage (see photos), or even destroy your dock by crushing it completely. Some
small lakes or protected bays may have no ice movements at all, these could be an area where the risk is smaller.
Another important concern is if the water level of your lake or river fluctuates during the winter months. Maybe your dock is placed over a
rock that is very well submerged during the summer, but if the water level dropped in the fall, is suddenly only a couple of inches below
the ice surface. If the ice cracks or moves, this could leave your dock vulnerable to being cracked or bent by the rock or ice itself.
Interesting note: Ice cracks are often seen not too far from shorelines; these are usually created where the ice starts to float, versus where
it’s frozen through and sitting on the shallow shoreline lake bottom. If your dock happens to be in this crack line, when the ice drops, your
dock is at risk of irreversible damage….further out or closer to shore could be less risky!
Before making your final decision on whether or not to remove your dock from the water for the winter, take a good look at your
neighboring docks. If they’ve been left in the water all year, for many years, without being subjected to any ice damage, then the odds
could be on your side… but do keep in mind that Mother Nature has a mind of her own, so there’s always a risk.
As for fixed or stationary docks, these MUST always be removed from the water for the winter. No if or buts about it !

Hope this information will be helpful….and we wish you all a Fun & Safe summer ☺

